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Degree count
rises; SJSU
ranks eighth
the university and the system
as a whole.
"I think (the numbers) indicate a legacy of the progressive
struggle from the late ’60s,"
Millner said. "San Jose State
was a positive center of black
By Aaron Williams
struggle and that struggle has
Senior Staff Writer
finally borne fruit."
Millner said he sees sons and
The Spartan football team daughters
and
of black
might never crack the top 25 in Hispanic activists now attendthe polls, but when it comes to ing SJSU. He has students that
minority degrees San Jose have come to SJSU from
State University is near the Dorsey and Jordan high schools
head of the class.
in Los Angeles.
SJSU, along with the rest of
"Students want to come here
very
the CSU system, placed
because of the progressive high in reports done by minded thinking," he said.
"Hispanic
Another
Outlook in
reason
Higher
Millner
Hpe related editorial on page 2
Education"
was
felt
and "Black
responsiIssues in Higher Education." ble for SJSU being in the top 10
The university ranked eighth in minority degrees was Prop.
behind only CSU Los Angeles 209 and the anti-affirmative
in awarding minority baccalau- action stance of Gov. Pete
reate degrees. San Francisco Wilson, the UC system and UC
State University and CSU Long regent Ward Connerly.
Beach were the other CSU
"The problems in the UC sysschools in the top 10.
tem are not lost on parents or
The reports found that 40.1 students," he said. "It infuriates
percent of all degrees earned me as a UC Berkeley grad, to
were by rninorities, a total of think
trustees
that the
1,693. This number was up (regents) are involved (with
from the 1,587 awarded during Prop. 209 and the anti-affirmathe 1995-96 school year. In tive action stance)."
awarding master’s degrees to
He said SJSU is benefiting
Hispanics, CSU campuses had because of its, "more open
seven schools in the top 50.
minded attitudes."
Steven Millner, a professor of
Other professors are quick to
African American Studies, sees
See Degrees, page 6
E numbers as positive for

Let’s get physical

MI ’Higher Education’
reports increased
amount of minority
baccalaureates

Mae

Mitch Cartwright I Spartan DaLIN

Dr. Franklin Muirhead, Professor of Physics, demonstrates the theory of electromagnetic induction with a "Levaron." The device
incorporates a spinning top which floats in mid aided by a magnetic field.

Jose Theatre still in limbo
By Lois Jenkins
Staff Writer
The debate over whether to
save or raze the Jose Theatre
and the Hong Kong Market,
both located in the Downtown
Historic Commercial District,
is still not settled.
After more than two hours
of arguments during San
Jose’s eighth "City Council in
" meeting
the NeighborhoodIf
Tuesday night, a decision on
the issue was tabled. That
decision was made in part
member
council
because
Charlotte Powers, District 2,
had to leave to catch a plane.
Powers’ desire to be in on
the discussion and the introduction of an alternate proposal by the Preservation Action
Council prompted Mayor
Susan Hammer to postpone a
final vote until Oct. 21.
"To balance competing public needs is something this
council takes very seriously,"
Hammer said.
Balancing competing public
needs is a complex issue. Terry
Christensen, chair of SJSU’s
political science department,
ii
on both sides of
is well versed
the debate over cliiwntown
redevelopment.
Speaking as a citizen,
Christensen said, redevelopment is destroying everything
of historical significance and

I

sterilizing downtown.
"’Urban texture’ is what
makes the city enjoyable and
the streets pleasurable to
walk. By that, I mean things
to look at such as interesting
buildings with varied functions," he said. "I think you
need to preserve old buildings
in the downtown area to do
that."
But as a political scientist,
he also understands the pressure on city government to
maximize the economic uses of
a piece of property.
"Properties produce taxes,
jobs and happy business people: Christensen said. "Not to
maximize property use can
ultimately cost the city
money."
But money wasn’t the issue
for most of the people at
Tuesday’s meeting; preserving
a piece of the past was. Dozens
of them addressed the council
in support of saving the Jose
Theatre, known as "the Jose,"
compared to a handful who
supportrA the developer’s proposal
Theresa Schmidt, the San
Jose historic landmarks commissioner, said she would be
very disappointed if the Jose is
torn down.
"The San Jose Historic
Landmarks Commission did
everything it could legally do
See Theatre, page 6

Brennan quits;
going to Philly
By Mike Truphagen
Sports Editor

SJSU Athletics Director Tom
Brennan accepted a similar
position at La Salle University
Thursday. leaving a vacancy in
the Spartans’ athletic program
l’or school officials to fill.
Brennan said the move to La
Salle, which is a university in
the Atlantic 1() conference
located in Philadelphia, PA.,
will strengthen his ties to the
East Coast.
"I’m
a
Brooklyn
kid,"
Brennan said. "My wife said
having New York two hours
away was wfect. I also didn’t
ever want to have to look at my
kids and tell them they never
got to know their grandparents."
La Salle’s athletic program is
most widely known for its men’s
basketball team, which made
four appearances in the NCAA
Basketball Tournament in the
late ’80s Find last qualified during the 1991-92 season.
Brennan is filling a vacancy
at La Salle left by Bob Mullen.
who retired in May.
"’This is a professional and a
personal fit for me," Brennan
said. "I wanted to come back
and be closer to home and La
Salle is an outstanding academ-

II

Charles Slay/Sportaro Daolv

Architect Bruce Judd outlines the benefits of replacing the existing Jose Theater with a modern building.

i

lc univ!,rslty. It’s a smaller
school v. oh an solid athletic
program. Brennan is leaving a govern m entfun d ed
canipus of
nearly
students
for a
vately
funded,
24 -sport
Jesuit
institution
Tom Brennan
with
an
enrollment of only 5,800.
"(La Salle) used a professional firm to do its hiring and I had
spoken with the guy who ran
the search," Brennan said. "He
thought I was a strong person
for the job. It all happened in
the last couple of weeks."
Prior to his arrival at SJSU,
Brennan was a the director of
athletics for Loyola College in
Maryland after holding titles of
assistant and associate director
of athletics for six years at the
Itniversity of New Mexico.
Under the 45-year-old’s
direction, SJSU’s athletic program has increased its financial
support for the student scholarSee Brennan, page 6
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Increasing difficulty of driving tests will benefit society
people should not
Dumb
be allowed to drive.
in tired I if riding my bike in
diiwntewn San Jose and worrying that I’m going to get run
eo
don’t know
over because pple
hov. to dro..e Not only are the
problems of had dnvers numerous, but the causes of too many
drivers are great also.
Many of you probably saw
the traffic during the recent
BART strike. It was almost
impossible to drive on the freeways. It’s about time that we as

a nation do something about
our traffic problems, other than
just building more roads.
According to the Department
of’ Motor Vehicles, California
currently has about 20 million
people with driver’s licenses,
and 700,000 new drivers get
their licenses every year.
Let’s make it harder to get
driver’s licenses. It should ease
the traffic problems, and it will
get dumb people off the road.
The age for getting your
license should be raised from 16
to 18 years of age. I understand

road. According to
this will cause a lot
the DMV only 25
commotion.
of
percent to 33 perTurning 16 and getcent of people that
ting your license is
take the DMV tests
seen as a right of
fail. I think this
passage in many
should
number
American families.
approach something
However, by raising
more in the range of
the age limit you
50 percent to 60 per"CT
will get many of the
cent
young immature
The process of
drivers off the road, ADAM BILLINGTON
killing two birds with one stone. getting a license should also be
The driving tests should be much longer. There should be
much more difficult. We need to multiple behind-the-wheel and
get the dumb people off the written examinations. This

would ensure that some of the
slower people wouldn’t just get
lucky and pass the test on their
one try.
Things are looking up on this
horizon, or so it seems.
California is working on making the license tests harder. In
Southern California, the new
test has already been implemented and should be in the
Bay Area within the next two
years.
The new difficulty lies in the
road test. Instead of being tested on residential roads, drivers

were pleased to discover that San
Jose State Iiniversity ranked eighth
in the nation in awarding degrees to
minority students. according to polls conducted by "Hispanic Outlook in Higher Education"
;ind "Black Issues in Higher Education."
We were pleased also to hear that seven
L.iliforma State University schools ranked in
the top 50 of these same polls in awarding
master’s degrees to Hispanics.
We were pleased most of :ill to hear that the
CSIT system is trying NOT to follow in the footsteps of the ITniversity of California system
and preserve the idea that the CSU is a university system for all Californians, not just the
white ones.
SNIT is a leader in preserving this ideal,
awarding 1,693 degrees to minorities in the
1996-97 school year. This amount was 40.1
percent of the total degrees awarded in this
year. We are happy about this reality.
However, we were not pleased to discover
that the amount of minority faculty members
hired on a permanent basis at SJSU conies no
where close to the amount of minority students
who are enrolled at this university.
Minorities make up 52.8 percent of our student body, while only 23 percent of the faculty
are minorities and 34 percent are female.
Talk about ethnic and gender gaps...
Randall Jimenez. a Mexican American
Studies professor, thinks that students are
more likely to stay at a university where they
can identify with professors who look like they
do and are similar to them.
We couldn’t agree more. We’re convinced
that SISIT could award even more degrees to
minorities and women if they hired more permanent faculty members of minority status.
Students need to know that they are not only
welcome on our campus, but that they are represented by the faculty on this campus.
SJSU could be higher than No. 8 on those
top 50 lists next year if it increased the number of minority faculty on this campus.
We would be pleisfqi about that.
WI

Diana, not princess of all hearts
appeal of
Imust admit the
Princess Diana remains as
much an enigma in death as
it was in life.
I have watched the events of
her death unfold: its announcement, the avalanche of flowers,
the outpouring of affection, the
eulogies that appeared in every
newspaper, with the eye of
someone on the outside looking
in.
For many, it seemed her
death was an event of cosmic
proportions like some celestial
fireball burning brightly, if
briefly, across the English sky.
The press has acted as
if this fallen star left
the world blanketed in
darkness.
However, I viewed
her passing like the
dying light of some distant star.
I am not opposed to
stargazing; it’s just that
I, and I daresay many
black people, live in a
universe with a different set of stars a different constellation of celebrities. Betty
Shabazz, the widow of Malcolm X, died earlier this year and the world took only passing
notice.
Many people have spoken glowingly of
Diana’s charity work, which I had always

Readers are encouraged to expreen themeelves on the Opinion
page with a Letter to the Editor or Campun Viewpoint.
A Letter to the Editor is a 200-word response to an inane or point
of view that hail appeared in the Spartan Daily.
A Campus Viewpoint in a 450-word malty on current campus, polit.
teal or social issues
Submissions become the property of the Spartan Daily and may
he edited for clarity, grammar, libel and length. Submissions moot

oblige.

contain the author’, name, addrees, phone number, signature and major.
Submissions may he put in the Letters to the Editor box at the
Spartan Daily Office in Dwight Bentel Hall Room 209, sent by fax to
408) 924-3237 or mailed to the Spartan Daily Opinion Editor,

School of Journalism and MARA Conmainications, Son Jose State
University, One Washington Square. San Jose, CA 95192-0149.
Editorials are written by, and are the consensus of, the
Spartan Daily editors, not the staff.
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last generation of this century is sufThe
fering from a serious lack of hardship.
Every 20 to 30 years since the Civil War
there has been an
conflict
armed
involving the United
States against recenemies
ognized
overseas.
Our great grandparents had World
War I, our grandparents had World War
II and our parents
ANTHONY PEREZ
had Vietnam.
Our generation experienced the video game
known as the Gulf War which lasted less then
two months. More soldiers suffered mysterious
illnesses after the war than the number of
casualties during the war.
The generation I am a part of has not experienced rationing or nuclear bomb drills. There
has been no real threat of ink* war breaking
out which would force this country to reintroduce the draft. The complete lack of these problems has made young adults complacent and
introverted.
Fortunately, the need to find conflict has
caused a lot of Generation Xers to rehash some
causes from the 1960s such as civil rights and
environmental activism. These concerns, as
well as many others, can be keyed on by our
generation without the threat of a war starting
and diverting the nation’s attention.
Be thankful in recent years there’s been no
threat of walking down the street and seeing a
bright flash signifying a nuclear bomb explosion and the start of another world war.
Just 30 years ago, males right out of high
school had to worry about the draft and
whether or not to dodge it. Instead, at the age
of 20, the topic I think about most is whether
to purchase a truck or a sport utility vehicle.
At my age, my dad was in south Vietnam
after being drafted into the U.S. Army a couple
of months out of high school. Thoughts about
material things do not take precedence when
you are trying to dodge artillery.
No, I’m a masochist who’s rooting for huge
war so we can suffer the misfortune of watching our family members giving up their lives.
Let’s hope there’s no reason this country has to
get involved in another war. I just want our
generation to look what we have and feel
extremely lucky.
Parking may be hard to find, classes may be
harder to add, but at least you don’t have to
worry about going to a foreign country to fight
against your will.
I have come to one conclusion I am going
to buy a sport utility vehicle.
Anthony Perez is a Spartan Daily Staff
Writer.

Ignorance of old remedied by political correctness

One Washington Square, San Jose, CA 95192-0149
(408) 924-3280 0 E-mail:SDAlLY@jmc.sisu.edu

Lifestyle Editor
Senior Stall Writer.:

chalked up to noblesse oblige.
I’m sure that many people
would do great and high-minded things if they didn’t have to
deal with the messiness of dayto-day living.
How much get-your-hands dirty work do you think she
ever did? How many bedpans or
bedsores do you think her
porcelain-princess hands ever
touched? Not many, even by the
most generous estimates.
Instead, she lent star power
and a 10,000-watt smile to
fundraising events.
Yes, I believe her compassion
was heartfelt and genuine. But is she a saint
simply because she had
the good sense not to
treat the poor and people living with AIDS like
pariahs?
Diana will not be
remembered
as the
princess of my heart.
Sadly,
she
was
hounded even in her
final moments by the paparazzi. I will always
remember her as a sad starlet smiling from
her gilded cage.

Many people have
spoken glowingly of
Diana’s charity work
which I had always
chalked up to noblesse
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Adam Billington is a Spartan
Daily Staff Writer.

Lack of war threat
cause of timidness
in Generation X

Editorial
A ‘degree’of success

EDITORIAL

will now be tested in business
districts and on the freeways.
With the creation of more
rules and by making it more difficult to get a license, it will be
safer to drive, as well as walk
down the street. With better
drivers, accidents will decrease
and there will be fewer cars on
the road. The benefits range
from improving the environment to fewer road fatalities.

the first day of class and the proICs
fessor tells a blonde joke a blonde
aimed at women. Instead of
laughing along with this subtle form of
misogyny, like the rest of the class, you
turn to your neighbor and mumble
"That’s offensive." Your neighbor turns to
you and says, "Don’t he so PC."
If you are even partially progressive,
then this should be more than it familiar
occurrence.
Many people I...ft.! that our society has
become overrun with "feel good"
euphemisms for people, their conditions,
and their distinctions. Almost all
attempts at showing understanding for
peoples’ inherent differences are quickly
labeled PC and discarded jokingly.
The negative use of the term "politically correct" has thwarted honest attempts
to fight the ignorance and stereotypes
that are pervasive in our society.
Granted, there are Some who have
taken advantage of the idea that our soci-

joke

ety is now more sensitive and tolerant of
different cultures, lifestyles, and life circumstances.
But it is unfortunate that ignorant
individuals feel they have license to
offend, irritate, and subject people to
their personally chosen ignorance, by discounting someone’s protests as "politically correct."
likely the negative PC label has developed because our world is changing
quicker than many people’s world views.
People who once had to suffer the categorization of "other" by being called "colored" are recognized as African Americans. They are proud of their
African heritage, and this is an accurate
description. It’s far more appropriate
than the one forced on them by oppressors who gain from designating them as
different.
Those who suffer from Acquired
Immune Deficiency Syndrome are no
longer perceived as carrying the "gay

man’s disease." It’s widely known that
AIDS affects heterosexuals and women,
and can be transmitted through blood
transfusions. So referring to the disease
by a clinical name is more correct.
The terms that have been replaced by
"politically correct" designations have
always been offensive. They have served
only to demean and disrespect certain
groups of people. But it’s only recently
that these groups have been granted the
respect they deserve, and they have been
referred to in a manner that they
approve.
By labeling people and movements
PC, in the negative sense, conservative
individuals can slow the change of a
dynamic society and maintain or revert
back to the ignorance of old.
This editorial was written try the staff of
the Florida Flambeau, school newspaper
of Florida State University. It was provided to the Spartan Daily by U-Wire.
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Coastal cleanup not just
for environmentalists
By Trgsvis Peterson
Stan’ Writer

Fishing in the San Francisco
Bay, Birds of the San Francisco
Estuary, The Estuary Murals,
and a Marshlands Overnight
program.
"The overnight program
includes 15 people," Wolff said.
"We’ll be taking a walk and
cooling off, looking at the nocturnal life, and we’ll be fishing."
San Jose sites include Coyote
Creek, Upper Penitencia Creek,
Saratoga Creek and Baylands.
There are no lists to sign up on
if you wish to participate.
Adams encourages people to
find a location and "just show
up ready to work."
The Sarta Cruz chapter of
the Surfriuer Foundation plans
a full day of activities for
Coastal
Cleanup
Day.
Activities
include
beach
cleanup, a surfer "paddle out"
and participation at the
Monterey Bay Sanctuary and
Shark Festival taking place at
the wharf in Santa Cruz.
According to Christine Helm,
president of Santa Cruz’s
Surfrider Foundation, the foundation and Ecology Action have
teamed up to clean the Santa
Cruz area.
"The O’Neils Beach area will
be one of the big gatherings,"
Helm said. "I’ll be at the end of
my street organizing and help
ing clean."
The Hayward and San Jose
sites will provide gloves,
cleanup materials, and cold
drinks, but participants must
bring their own lunch.
Any SJSU students wanting
to participate should call Dana
Mahaffey in the Environmental
Resource Center at 924-5467.
The Surfrider Foundation can
be contacted at 476-7667.

"Every time you
flush your toilet it
flows into the bay.
And there are
many who feel
that these areas
are a place to
dump their
garbage."

On Saturday the creeks,
beaches and estuaries of the
South Bay will receive a cleaning by volunteers during the
13th annual Coastal Cleanup
Day.
Coastal Cleanup Day is a
nationwide effort to clean and
protect America’s beaches,
creeks, and estuaries.
According to Cam Wolff of
Shoreline
Hayward
the
Interpretive Center, garbage
must be removed to protect the
wildlife and the environment.
Wolff
Cam
"Every time you flush your
Hayward Shoreline
toilet it flows into the bay,"
Interpretive Center
Wolff said. "And there are many
who feel that these areas are a
place to dump their garbage."
Christie Adonis of Santa keting consultant for the
Clara’s Creek Connections California Coastal Commission,
Act ion Group, explains that the the number one item found in
role of "volunteer" is not limited California creeks and beaches is
to hard-core environmentalists. cigarette butts. Foam, paper
"Everybody has a role to and plastic are among the top
play," Adams said. "I did a site five. Some of the more unusual
last year where the age ranged items found are cell phones and
from a one -year-old tooling lap-top computers.
"We’ve even found the better
around in the mud to a 70 -yearhalf of a car," Adams said.
old man doing his part "
Shils also lists a dead elk, a
Last year, the number of volunteers nationally reached over dead dog including leash, 720
151,000, with Santa Clara syringes and a bag of coconuts
County accounting for 16,000 found statewide.
The Hayward Shoreline
volunteers.
"It’s a bigger deal than most Interpretive Center has turned
people think," Becky Steckler of Coastal Cleanup Day into a
Coastal week long event called Coast
the
California
Commission said. "It’s just a lot Weeks.
"We get schools, 4-H clubs
of people don’t know about it.
garbage is and high school community serAfter all t
weighed and documented, a vice leaders to come out," Wolff
"dirty dozen" list is compiled of said. "We get a huge mixture of
the 12 most common flirms of people."
The Hayward programs are
litters.
According to Judi Stills, mar - free of charge and include
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Sharp shooter

Robert &erns/ Spartan Daily
SJSU junior Thao Lee enjoys a game of billiards between classes at the Student Union
Thursday. Prices for pool are $4 an hour for students. Bowling, table tennis, video games and pinball are also offered at the Student Union. Hours of operation are from noon to 11p.m. Mondays
through Thursdays, 9 a.m. to midnight Fridays, noon to midnight Saturdays and 6 p.m. to midnight
Sundays

SJ police seek female officers
By Mark fffff ez
Staff Writer
career in
Women Seek I
law enforcement with the city of
San Jose will have the opportunity to meet with female officers
already on the force, ask questions and test their physical
merit. The San Jose Police
Department is holding its sec’ a reer
Women’s
ond
Exploration Fair Saturday from
9 a.m. to I p.m at the
Valley
( ’id lege
Evergreen
Criminal Justice Training
Center. The center is located at
3095 Yerba Buena Road in San
Jose.
Police
Jose
San
The
Department is currently accepting applications for police officers.
"Women officers from all dif
ferent departments will be

available to answer any questions anybody has," Officer
Valerie Cary said. Cary, who’s in
charge of the fair, i expecting
this year’s turnout to double
that of last year’s 40 people.
"You don’t need to call," Cary
said. "Just throw on shorts and
tennis shoes and show up."
The discussion group portion
of the fair will be held from
10:30 to 11:30 a.m. A physical
agility testing process will be
set up before and after the discussion panel.
Part of the physical agility
drills include climbing a 6-foot
wall, a dummy drag through a
slalom obstacle course, another
obstacle course with hurdles
and a group of tires to step
through, said San Jose Police
Officer William Mason.
To apply to the department,
candidates must meet certain

criteria. Mason said the beginning requirements are completion of 40 college units, a good
driving record, no felony convictions and passing a written test
with a minimum score of 70
percent score.
Once recruits have successfully completed that phase, they
would take part in an oral board
test. The oral board consists of a
panel of three people one officer, one city official and one city
resident volunteer posing a
series of situational questions
to the recruit.
Moore said the questions Jo
not necessarily pertain to police
procedures, but tend to be "more
common sense."
Recruits need to score over
90 percent on their oral boards.
The final step to becoming a
See Women, page 6

So Much Better
Than Soap,
You’ll Be Hooked.
Introducing
Gillette Series
Body Wash for Men
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Giants drop
Dodgers, 6-5

Pounded like a spike

IN Baseball: Giants
clinch series sweep
with homer in extra
innings to top L.A.
SAN FRANCISCO (AP)
Brian Johnson hit a leadoff
home run in the 12th inning
that set off a wild celebration
and the San Francisco Giants,
boosted by another homer from
Barry Bonds, defeated Los
Angeles 6-5 Thursday to sweep
a two-game showdown and tie
the Dodgers atop the NL West.
Both teams have nine games
left. They are not scheduled to
play again in the regular season.
Johnson connected for his
10th home run on the first pitch
from Mark Guthrie (1-4), the
Dodgers’ seventh pitcher of the
game.
Johnson pumped both fists in
the air as he rounded first base
while Bonds hoisted manager
Dusty Baker in the air. Johnson
was lifted up by teammates
after touching home plate to the
cheers of the sellout crowd of
52,140.
Rod Beck (6-4) pitched three
innings, his longest stint since
1992. He escaped a basesloaded, no-out jam in the 10th.
Johnson’s hit was the only
one after the seventh inning for
the Giants, who left 14 runners
on base.
The Dodgers threatened in
the 10th, loading the bases with
no outs on three straight singles off Beck. But Beck struck
out Todd Zeile and got pinchhitter Eddie Murray to hit into
a double play.

The Giants led 5-1 after
Bonds’ 35th homer of the season in the fifth. Bonds also
homered Wednesday night in a
2-1 win over the Dodgers.
Los Angeles scored twice in
the sixth on Eric Karros’ RBI
single and Zeile’s RBI double,
and Mike Piazza tied the game
with a two-run single in the
seventh.
The two RBIs gave Piazza a
career-high 113. Piazza, who
went 3-for-6, is hitting .397 with
17 RBIs in 14 September
games.
Bonds’ seventh homer this
season against the Dodgers
came off Tom Candiotti. Bonds
also tripled and scored in the
first on Glenallen Hill’s single.
J.T. Snow added his 26th
homer leading off the fourth for
the Giants.
Otis Nixon homered in the
first, his only homer since joining the Dodgers in an Aug. 13
trade from Toronto.
starter
Terry
Giants
Mulholland allowed three runs
on eight hits in six innings, and
still has not won any of his
eight starts since July 4.
Candiotti allowed five runs
on 10 hits in 4 1-3 innings.
Notes: Bonds had 13 RBIs in
12 games against the Dodgers
this season. ... Candiotti struck
out three, leaving him six short
of 1,600 career strikeouts. ...
Hill, who went 1-for-2 with a
walk, has a .414 batting average with four homers and nine
RBIs in 29 career at-bats
against Candiotti. ... The
Dodgers and Giants split the
12-game season series. ...
Snow’s homer ended a 1 -for-27
slump.

SJSU braced for
rebuilding era
Men’s golf: Team
lacks experience
after losing two players in the Top 50

(!hrin Riley/ Sp, utl tro Flu. Spartw, Dully

SJSU middle blocker Melissa Myers practices spiking drills during a team practice Thursday afternoon. The SJSU women’s volleyball team, after winning the University of Portland tournament, will play three matches in two days. On Saturday, the Spartans will
travel to Moraga to play Boise State in the Gael Spalding Invitational at 1 p.m., then drive back to SJSU to host Gonzaga in the
home opener."The travel is going to be tiring," Coach Craig Choate said. At the Portland tournament, the Spartans lost the opening
match to Portland in four sets. SJSU then defeated Nevada in three sets and the University of Alabama -Birmingham in four sets.
They will host their first home game at 8 p.m. Saturday at the Event Center.
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Only a

Custom Built

PC can give you
the latest Technology
and personalize
features for less.

Test Preparation

.3-year warranty*

College Graduate Instructors
NJ Small and Personal Classes
\I Extensive 30 -hour Program

Free Consultation

SOLID

Custom PC
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Revenue
ServIte

To register roll 415-321-3696
456 California Ave Polo Alto
Pagulor Tuition $39000
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Fax

650-324-1647
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in one tournament."
The three players returning
to the squad are Steven Grier,
Chad McGowan and Ted
Bakelis. All three players
helped the men’s golf team finish in the top 25 last year. Grier
By Vic Ribeiro
and McGowen helped the squad
Staff Writer
finish 18th out of 30 teams in
the NCAA Championship golf
The SJSU men’s golf team is
tournament last April.
gearing up for what coach Art
The team has been practicWilliams calls a "transitional
ing since the day after Labor
year."
Day. According to the top player
"The team will only be
on the squad, Steven Grier, the
returning three players from
younger team has shown him
last year’s squad," Williams
that they will be competitive
said. "It’s definitely going to be
this year.
a transitional year. We lost two
"I am really confident about
key players who were amongst
our team," Grier said. "Golf is
the top 50 players in the coundifferent than many other
try."
sports because you can easily
Aaron Oberholser, who finhave the worst player beat a top
ished first in the 1997 NCAA
player on any day."
West Regionals, has completed
Williams is hoping that
his college eligibility. Last
Grier continues to bring this
year’s number two player,
leadership attitude to the rest
Justin Russo has graduated.
of this year’s squad. He said it
Four of the nine players on
will take him a couple of tourthe Spartan team are freshnaments to find out if the
man. Williams feels it will take
Spartans will be able to make
those players a couple of tourthe NCAA tournament this
naments to adjust to playing at
year.
the college level.
The Spartans begin their
"In high school they only play
quest Monday when they and
nine-hole matches and against
17 other teams, including
one team," Williams said. "At
UCLA, attend the University of
the college level they have to
get used to playing 18 holes and Pacific Tournament.
compete against 18 other teams
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Reality Check by Dave Whamond
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Mixed Media by Jack Ohman
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CLASSIFIED
The SPARTAN DAILY
maces no claim for producb or
sentries advertised below no, Is
there any guarantee implied. The
claselfied coliems of the Sorban
Deily consist of paid advenking
and siblings ate not approved
verified by be newspaper.

EMPLOYMENT
BRIGHT 9 YR OLD GIRL w/ CP
needs an aide for learning and
fun. Afternoons, M-F, P/T flex hrs.
CDL req. S10/hr. Hillsborough
near San Mateo. 1-650.3443184.
HAMBURGER MARY’S
Now Hiring Part-time Servers.
Call Kevin or Mike 947.1668.
INFORMATION CENTER: The
Student Union Information Center
currently has a position available
15-20 hrs/week. M, Tu. Th afternoons. Workstudy encouraged.
Contact the Student Union
Directors Office. 9am 5prn, M-F,
COURIER FOR REAL ESTATE CO.
Ideal for student! PT w/ flex hrs,
M F. Call 408-5342112.
WONTED: lack(11)01All Trades
to support teaching staff at Good
Sam Hospital Child Care Center:
supplies, snack prep, minor
repairs laundry. FT aPT, $7.50 tr.
ECE Subs also needed, $8.00$9.60 hr. Call: 559-2453.
TUTOR NEEDED for 2nd 106th
graders in Math, English, Science.
Experienced & firm with kids.
Some credential preferred. $15/hr.
2 hours daily. 408-437.9417.
RETAIL SALES, Melody, FT & PT
Openings. Educational Materials.
Apply at LEARNING RAINBOW.
2839 Meridian Ave.. Si. or Fax
resume to: 265.7627.
RECREATION LEADER - P/T,
after-school recreation programs
in Si area. M -F. 10-15 hrs./wk.
during the school year. $9.80 hr.
starting. Pick up applications
9/12 9/30 at City Hall, 801
N. 1st St. Rm. 207. Testing
10/7 or 10/8. Great leadership,
programming & problem solving
skills preferred.
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SOCIAL SERVICE. Greet lob flex
hours. Teach disabled adults
independent hying skills. $7.00
$7.25, benefits w/FT positions.
Call 866-5001.
CHRIROPRACTIC ASSISTANT.
MASSAGE THERAPIST needed,
PT/FT. Front and Back Office.
Bilingual/Spanish. 408/2947682.
VIET/ENGL SPEAKER NEEDED
Translations, general office work.
Law Office 4 blocks from SJSU.
Call 995-3226 or Fax 995-3230.
TEACHER F.T. AIDE P.T.
ECE unrts Student hairs aer ire
Montesson Preschod. Resur
Aurora CDC, 995 Apricot Ave..
Campbell. CA 95008
TEACHER INSTRUCTOR
P/T Elementary Schools
Degree or Credential NOT Required
Opportunity la Teachrg Experience
Need Car.
Voce Mat (408)2137- 417001.408
E0E/AAE
UFEGUARDS/SWIM INSTRUCTORS
Palo Alto YMCA Indoor Pool
Salary DOE + Certifications
Training is available
Must be able to work weekends
Contact Josh at 650/856-9622
ELVA. MONTESSORI SCH. needs
Daycare Assistant 2:306:30.
Age: 642 yr olds. Call 255-3770.
SPEEDSTERS CAFE
P/T Salad / Sandwich servers
9am 2pm, Mon. Fn. Energetic &
Friendly. Apply at 86 South First re
San Fernando.
ATTN: STUDENTS!
CLUCK U CHICKEN
Now hiring for school veer.
Flexible hours 10-20 a week.
Call 241 -Cluck.
BARRY SWENSON BUILDER
is looking for a responsible,
enthusiastic peopertydealoprent
intern wtth strong clerical and
communication skills. 12:30-5:30
daily. Reliable car required.
Fax resume to 998.1737 or
call 287-0246.
SECURITY
Full and Part Time Positions
Graves, Swings and Weekends
Low key job sites
Will train
Abcorn Private Security
4062474827
CHILDCARE- PT WEEKDAYS,
3:30-8:30pm. Swim & Tennis
Club. Joyce 408/358 1967.
BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED
Earn to $25.00/hr salary + tips.
Students needed 0 the immediate
area FUltime/pert-time openings.
Call today 1.415-968-9933.
International Bartenders School.

COACH: Looking for Flag Football
Coach with good communication
skills & sports background. Need
ed for fall season to help grades
5th - 8th. Mon.-Thur. practices
from 3:15pm to about 4:30pm.
Cal Liz Galvan, 4th. Dr. 945-9090.
AIDE FOR PARALYZED 37-yr-old
in his pleasant Palo Alto cottage.
Sat. llpm-7am. Some time to
study, $10/hr. 1-650568.1225.

’She’s got all the qualities a couple of
superficial guys like us need!"

PHONE:

BICYCLE MESSENGER
Parttime, Flexible Hours.
Great for Students!
Serving Downtown SanJose.
Inner City Express.
22W. Saint John St. San Jose.
NANNY/CHILD CARE for 15
month old girl. 10.15 hrs/week in
our Sunnyvale home. $7-$10/hr
depending on experience. Loving,
dependable and non-smoking.
Call Jennifer at 408.737-2352.

RECEPTIONIST, phones, light
clerical work. Ten min. from SJSU. ACCOUNTING Cupertino CPA
Mondays & Wednesdays: 9am. firm. Call 408-343-1033 x122 or
5:30pm., Fridays: 9am-2pm. Call FAX resume to 408-343-1038.
Heather @ 995-6425.
LOCAL RRM SEEKS ENGINEERING
student part-time to assist with
INSIDE SALES
various ;rejects. Must be computer
REPRESENTATIVES
literate. $8/hr. Call 282-1500.
SAN JOSE AREA
Mon-Fri 8:00amA:30an
Founded in 1925, George S. CERTIRED UFEGUARDS & SWIM
May International is a leading Instructors. Flexible days/hours.
management consulting firm. Our Southwest YMCA. Contact Pat
business is booming, and we need 408-3701877 ext. 16.
motivated team -players to help
schedule appointments with small SOUTH VALLEY YMCA Childcare
now hiring for part-time
to medium sized companies
positions in South San Jose
throughout the Western US.
We’ll provide you with Schools. Call for application.
408.2269622.
fully paid training, competitive
compensation ($7.00 per hour +
SECURITY ACUFACTS, INC.
commissions, with an earnings
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
potential of $30K+!), a complete
Great for Students.
benefits package, flexible work
F/T or P/T. All shifts.
schedule, & a fun team oriented
Top Pay with Many Benefits!
work environment. This is a
perfect opportunity for anyone Call on apply 0 wean. Man-Sun 7-7.
considering a change from the 408-286-5880.555 D Mei he.
retail or restaurant grind (No Between Sr Carlos ad Paignoor,
baled the Cad st Party die. SL
nights & weekends!). Anyone who
likes people is encouraged to
apply!
P/T TUTORS/INTERNS NEEDED
To arrange an interview, to prepare Santa Clara County
please call Steven Sanchez at middle/high school students for
(800) 955.0200 ext. 220, or college. Teach (AVID) Advancement
send/fax resume to: GSM, 991 Via Individual Determination
W. Heddirg St. San Jose, CA 96126. methods; daytime, 416 hrs/wk:
Fax: (408)244-6415. EOE/AA.
$6-$8/hr. Attend Recruitment Fair
on 9/30/97, 4.7pm at Santa
GEORGE S. MAY
Clara County Office of Education,
INTERNATIONAL CO.
1290 Ridder Park Drive, San
LOCAL ENGINEERING RM., seeks Jose. Phone 453-6658 for map.
part-time AUTOCAD DRAFTER with
experience in version 12. Flex DIRECTORS, TEACHERS alla AIDES
Thinking about a career working
schedule. 282-1500 for info.
with elementary age children? The
HOTEL DEANZA VALET PARKERS YMCA of Santa Clara Valley is
Rot haus Eve. Coy, Nght, Weekend& now hiring for school -age child
Hourly plus tips. Call 286-1000 care centers in San Jose, Cupertino,
Santa Clara, Los Gatos &
ext 7034.
Full & part-time positions available,
NEED A JOB OR FINANCIAL AID? hours flexible around school. Fun
Willing to work parttime, run- staff teams, great experience
time or flexible hours according in working with elementary age
to your schedule, plus make great children, career advancement and
money? For work experience, good training opportunities.
great money, plus some fun, Teachers require minimum 6 units
don’t wait, call now: Kristi in ECE, Recreation, Psychology.
Sociology and/a Frysical Education.
995-5905.
Please call Mary Hoshiko at 408.
S11-$15/HR. PIZZA A GOGO is 291-8894 for more information
now hiring drivers. Part-time, and locations.
flexible hours. Apply in person.
BEHAVIORAL THERAPIST to work
117 E. San Carlos St.
6.9 hours weekly in Los Gatos
based behavioral intervention
MAKE EXTRA 55$
program. Background in Special
File Clerk
Ed, Psychology. Speech, or O.T.
(Mornings.
desired. Experience preferred.
Mon. -Fri.)
510:00 to $15:00 per hour. Call
20-25 Hrs./Week
Kevin 1-415-827-9310 or Shari
Enterprise Rent-A-Car seeks a
408.294-2712.
detail oriented and dependable
inaindual for our regional
office in San Jose.
COME TO WHERE THE BREAD is
baked! Le Boulanger, family owned
Responsibilities include filing,
bakery/cafe seeks friendly,
faxing and covering for the
outgoing individuals to join our
phone
receptionist. Excellent
team as Bussers. Sales Clerks.
etiquette required. Filing
Supervisors, and Assistant Manexperience preferred.
Competitive salary. Fax resume to ..bers $5-$12 hourly, no aspen
408-4671331a call:408-467-1302. ence necessary. 18 locations
including Downtown San Jose.
EOE M/F/D/V
Apply at any location or 305 N.
$1500 WEEKLY potential mailing Mathilda, Sunnyvale, 94086. Call:
01/ =Liars No Eeienenoe Req. Free 408-T749000 orFac 408.5239810
infamaeonpadel Cal 4107838272.

VALET PARKING - P/T nights &
weekends for special events in
Los Gatos and Saratoga area.
Polite, well groomed & professional
attitude only. 19 years+. 56-58
per hour + tips. Call Mike at
1-800825.3871.

SHARED HOUSINQ

NICE, CLEAN ROOM. New carpet.
New bathroom. On-site laundry.
No cooking facilities. Non-smoker.
$385/mo. + $250 deposit. All
CASHIERS NEEDED TO WORK at utilities paid. 507 N. 3rd St. Tel.
TEACHERS high quality, licensed remodeled 40 & Santa Clira Chimed 286.8178.
dropin childcare centers for 2-12 All shifts available. Full or part time
year olds.
011en. Please call 295-3964 or apply
Rex PT/FT positions
Em person. Ask for Ofelia.
FOR RENT
Days, Eve, Weekends
2 ISDRAIL APAR1141ENT $900/MO.
Min 6 ECE required
Team environment
GREEK MESSAGES Security type building
Secure Parking
Benefits available
Close In
ALPHA PHI IS HAPPY to WELCOME
Call Corp Office 260.7929.
their NEW SISTERS: Heidi. Laura, Modem Building
DAYCARE TEACHERS. KS school Kim, Roshini, Farheen, Jennifer, Laundry Room
seeks responsible individuals for Missy. Debbie, Jennifer, Barbra, Village Apts. 576 S. 5th St.
extended daycare. P/T in the LaSandra, Victoria, Alyssa, Lisa, (408) 295-6893.
afternoon. No ECE units are Kristen, & Patty! Congratulations
required. Previous experience with on your engagement Kim! We love
children preferred. Please contact you all. Love, Alpha Phi.
REAL ESTATE
Cathy at 244-1968 x16.
FOOD SERVICE/ESPRESSO BAR
Fr & PT positions available in
busy whole foods restaurant. All
shifts avail, flex hrs. $7.50-$8.00
per hr. to start. 733-9446, ask for
Julia or Victor. Must be 18+ yrs.

FOR SALE

CAMPUS CLUBS

RESTORED VICTORIAN
PROFESSORS, STUDENTS SKI WHISTLER Canada $499.
Live only 1 block from campus
January 11th- 16th. SJSU Ski &
Snowboard Club. Includes flight,
& accumulate real equity, not
bus, 4 day lift ticket. 5 night stay in just rent receipts. Easy financing
available on this 2 story home
full kitchen condos in WHISTLER
CITILINK PAGING & CELLULAR Village. & unlimited fun. For your 004 bdrms, 2 full baths. parlour.
large dining room, remodeled
seeks full/part time sales E-Ticket call Mark 408/292-0955
kitchen, finished basement,
person, data entry, customer or ufs12282@email.sjsu.edu
lots of parking. Call Mike Gordon,
service & electronic technicians.
Broker 1.510.426-8200.
Call 408-453.7243 or
Fax resume 408-441-9988.

AUTALSIVILSALE

SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS
is hiring FT & PT teachers and
aides for their school age day
care programs in the San Jose
area. AM and PM hours available.
Get great experience working
with children! Units in Psych. Soc,
ECE, Rec or ED required. Call
408.379-3200 ext 21.
TELEMARKETING PT/FT. We
sell discount subcriptions to Bay
Area new6pepers. Auto dialers.
Flexible hrs, 9am-9prn. Downtown
near lightrail. 4 blocks from SJSU.
Hourly $$ plus bonus. Media
Promotions 4940200.
S EARN EXTRA CASH
up to $600/month)
Become a Sperm Donor.
Healthy males, 19-40 years old.
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty
Contact California Cryobank
1-650-324-1900, M.F. 8-4:30.
TEACHERS/AIDES/LEADERS
Elem. school -age recreation
program, P/T fro,’ 24- an, M F
during the school year. Some P/T
morning positions available from
approx. 7am11am. F/T during
summer camp. Xlnt salary, no
ECE req. Los Gatos -Saratoga
Recreation. Call levet at 354-8700
x223. (Not available %hoot year?
Call for summer employment:
lifeguards & camp leaders).
OVUM DONORS NEEDED
Women ages 21-29. healthy.
responsible, all nationalities.
Give the gift of life!
53,000 stipend & expenses paid.
Binds far Chinese & Japirese dorors.
PLEASE CALL WWFC
800-314-9996
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE CLERK
Le Boulanger, a family owned
bakery/cafe is looking for an Accts.
Rec. clerk to assist with day-to-day
transactions, monthly closng, billing
and interacting with delinquent
customers. Spread sheet literacy
& Acccunting expenerce is preferred.
58-$12/hour. apply at 305 N.
Mathilda, Sunnyvale. CA 94086.
Fax: (408) 523-9810.

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES
Print your ad here. Line is 30

JOBS AVAILABLE Temp. Fr/PT
Wak as receptionist,
Admin. Assist, Ship/Rec.
South Bay locations.
Flexible. Pay starts $9 & up.
Certified Pereorent 7481570.

86 CHEVY S10 BLAZER 4X4. WORDPROCESSING
VVhite. Automatic. Pve. win/locks.
EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
$2500./o.b.o. Call 227-1145.
Science & English papers/theses
RELIABLE TRANSPORTATION - our specialty. Laser printing.
’86 Escat, 5 speed. nee ties. braless APA, Turabian and other formats.
Resumes, editing, graphics
Service record. $1250.298-7112.
and other services available on
either WordPerfect or Word.
Masterson’s Word Processing.
ANNOUNCEMENTS Cat
Paul a Virginia 408-251-0449.
STUMM DENTAL PLAN I
PROFESSIONAL Word Processing
only $57,00 per year
Theses, term papers, group
Save 30% - 60%
projects, resumes. All formats.
on your dental needs.
including APA. WP 5.1/HP Laser
For info call 1-800-655-3225.
Printer. Experienced, dependable,
BAMBI: if you recall our too brief quick return. Almaden/Branham
conversation at K Mart, Tues 9/9, area.Call Unda at (408) 2644504.
would you be so gracious as to Please leave message. All calls
returned promptN.
call 510733-6258?
*AFFORDABLE& EXPERIENCED*
Graduate Studies. Thesis. Term
Papers, Nursing, Group Projects.
Resenes. All Formats. Specializing
OWN A COMPUTER?
in APA. Spelling/ Grammar/
Then put it to work!
Punctuation/ Editing. 24-i-es De)
585053500+ PT/FT
WP 5.1/HP Laser. PAM’S
Free Details.
www.hbn.com. access code 5047 PRCFESSIONAL WORD PROCESSING
247-2681. 8am-8pm.
EXCELLENT PAY Processing Mail!
WORD PROCESSING SERVICES
$1 per envelope stuffed!
Professional typing for your term
Details 24 hrs. 1407-245.7393.
papers, reports, letters, etc.
8 wars experience.
Fast Accurate Reliable
WP. MS Word. other applications.
Hansen’s Business Services
408.2643506 or 408-269-5156.
Certain advertisements in
e-mail: kelah@earthlink.net
them column may refer the
reader to specific telephone
for
numbers or iddr
INSURANCE
additional information.
Classified readers should be
AUTO INSURANCE
reminded that when making
Campus Insurance Service
them further contacts, they
Special Student Programs
should Filipilfal complete
Serving SJSU for 20 years
Information before sending
"Great Rates for Good Devers"
money for goods a services.
Good Rates for Non-Good Dryers
In addition, feeders should
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
carefully investigate el ova
Good Student’ "Family Murtiear
offering employment Satin.
CALL TODAY 2965270
0/C0 U
for discount
FREE QUOTE
vacations or merchandise.
NO HASSLE
NO OBLIGATION
Also open Saturdays 9-2

OPPORTUNITIES

FOR NATIONAL / AGENCY RATES c.v.!.

408-924-3277

spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words

UCILIUJULILILILIUULILLIJULIULJJLILLILILIJLILLI
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Ad Rates: 3-line minimum
Three
One
Two
Day
Days
Days
3 lines
$5
$7
$e
4 lines
$10
$S
$6
$9
$11
5 lanes
$7
$12
6 knee
$10
$S
$1 for each additional line.

Ham
Four
Days
$11
$12
$13
$14

After the fillh day, rate increases by SI PIN day
First Nine (25 spaces) eel an bold for no extra charge
Up Si 5 additional words available in bold for $3 each.
SEMESTER RATES
10-14 lines: S90
3-9 lines: S70
15-19 lines: $110

Please check 1
one classification:
Zip co*

Send check or money order to:
Spartan Daily Classifieds
Sen.):00 State University
SanJoae CA 95192-0149
Ciassified desk as located in amp, Bentel Hal, Room 209
Deadline: 10:03 a.m two weekdays before publication.
All ads we prepsidill No refunds on cancelled ads
Roles for conescutlys publicatiors dales only.
QUESTIONS? CALL (408)9244277

Campus Clubs*
Greek Messages’
Events’
Amax/ammonia’
Loll and Fcund**
Volunisers*
For Sale
Aube For Sole’
Comtism E5’
Wanted’
Embry/men’
Opp:NU:Nes

Rental Housing
Shared Housing’
Real Elaine
Services’
HeslittMeaUly
Scais/Thrifis
Insurance
Eniensimienr
Travel
Tubing’
Word Procesaing
Scholerelms

Special student rates available for these classifications. $5.00 for a 3 line ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed in person
in DBH209, between 10em and2pm. Student ID required.
**Lost & Found ads are offered free, 3 lines for 3days, as a service to the campus community.

FAX: 924-3282

924-3277
HEALTH & BEAUTY

SERVICES

MEN & WOMEN
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing
or using chemicals. Let us permanently remove your unwanted hair.
Back- Chest . Lip- Bikini - Chin Tummy etc. Students & faculty
receive 15% discount. First appt.
1/2 Price it male before 1.2/31/97.
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow. 621 E.
Campbell Ave. *17, Campbell.
(408) 379-3600.

WRITING 14B.P. Fast professional
editing, rewriting, ghostwriting.
Essays, letters, application
statements, proposals, reports,
etc. For more info, please call
Dave Bolick at 510-6014554.
VISA/MasterCard. FAX. Mali

ELECTROLYSIS CUNIC.
Unwanted hair removed forever.
Specialist. Confidential.
Your own probe or disposable.
335 S. Bakwood Ave. San Jose.
247-7486.
LOSE UP TO 30 LBS IN 30 DAYS
100% Natural. 100% Guaranteed.
Hear what a Doctor has to sayl Free
Samples! Call 800436-5617. 24hr.

INSTRUCTION

WRITING ASSISTANCE most
subject. Why suffer and get poor
grades when help is available?
Harvard MA/UCB Ph.D. (former
college teacher) can help you
with research & writing. Fast,
friendly, caring, confidential.
Convenient Peninsula location.
Dissertation/ thesis specialist.
Samples & references available.
Chinese & other languages
spoken. Foreigners welcome! For
free tips, tools and ideas on
how to improve your writing,
visit our user-friendly Website
at http://www.aceplus.com
Regular e-mail: ocuinotecomcom
Or write: Daniel. POB 4489. FC CA
94404 (ask for free color brochae).

TRAVEL -TEACH ENGLISH:
5 day/40 hr. Oct. 22 TESOL
TUTORING
Cert. Course. FREE packet.
IN-HOME COMPUTER TUTORING
Toll free: 1-888-270-2941.
Upgrade. Consulting, Install. DOS,
PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now Windows, Win 95, Win NT, Office.
accepting students who wish to Word, Internet, Netscape, Int Etp.
excel in playing guitar Or bass. NI Game on our Computers or Surf
levels welcome: Beginning, the Web 61"A PLACE TO PLAY" at
Intermediate Or Advanced. Learn 832 Malone in Willow Glen, Open
any style: Jazz. Blues. Rock. gam-9pm. 7 days a week. Call
Fusion, Funk, Reggae, or Folk. Roy. 292-3167, Pager 538-5071.
Call Bill at 408-298-6124.
TUTORIAL CENTER
Math: Algebra - Geometry
POLONSKY PIANO SCHOOL
30 Years Teaching Experience Statistics - Trig- Calculus
Dr. Viktor and Anna Polonsky Physics: Mechanics- Electric
Russian Trained Concert Pianists Computer: Wrdows-Vsual Bese-C
English: ESL - TOEFL
Professors of Piano
Spanish: Hadar - Leer- Esaibir
National Teachers Guild Assn.
Ceti: Wile 408-298.7576
National Suzuki Assn.
Email: mvera182138101a.corn
Individual Plano Lessons
Starting $20/hr.
Cali 408.241-6662 in Santa Clara
Ix )0,/ FIRST FREE lesson-intervee.

,
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ACROSS
1 - meter
5 Sticky fruits
10 Ewe’s offspring
14 Meat and
vegetables
15 Lariat
16 inventor
Sikorsky
17 What
buffalo do,
18 Skips
19 Leafy vegetable
20 Public vehicle
22 Had ambitions
24 Toupee slang
25 Charged particle
26 Cover (a sword I
30 Round Table
members
34 - it like it is
35 Longbows
sound
37 Line of stitches
38 TV extra
terrestrial
39 Timetable info
40 Alias
41 Object on radar
43 Stretch of land
45 Swear
46 Chopin
compositions
48 Sharpest
50 Prom wear
Fit In this day
and
52 Cheese dish
56 Metal eyelet
60 October stone
61 Chocolate tree
63 Vow
64 Bridal attire
65 -Remember
the r
66 1492 ship
67 Novelist Ferber
68 Amazon port
69 Spirited selfassurance

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
MOMM MODEM DOMO
MMMM WOCIRO RAMO
MIIMM 0C10111141 ININ3111
1410112101111LYJOGIIZI Ig11301111§1
MAO
G1E1111
121111X101010111 ElEILV11211111:3
M@MMM OMBM DBMS
MGM
IMODIZIEI umaimi
MOM
mom
mama
MIIIDIZIOVINI 1401[211111§31til
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el OM
Eigimuip c3ogingipcipig
iiffluin unicrom ammo
!MUM
IBOLTAIIII

131i1OUIS
01011M101111

DOWN
1 Bushy hairdo
2 Cloth -making
apparatus
3 Eerie sound
4 Hotshot on a
boat
s Dry spell
6 Intends
7 Mai -- cocktail
8 Singer
James
9 Acting
pertly
10 Tastes
11 Lab-cultore
medium
1:’ Tunnel
maker
13 Reared
21 Except
7’1 Dish made
from taro
26 Attempts
27 -Hi "
28 F it rylike
29 Pitchers
30 Talent

11101111Z1
1111:31011

31 - him’
32 Grab
33 Like a member
of Mensa
i6
premium
scarce
42 Kneecap
43 Car for hire
44 Where to drink
Earl Grey
45 Sea flower
47 Butter
holder
49 Self
52 Wand, .,
53 Mimiciii,1
54 Drizzle
55 legend
56 Checker,
or chess
57 Postal wiiiii i s
burden
58 Sicilian
volcaril
59 Better late
never
6:’ Baseballs
Ripkon
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Student Gallery
The School oi Art zind
Design is having Il;illery
Shows from Sept. 22 thrinigh
26 in the Art building. For
more information, call
Brendan Liston at 924-4339.

Intramural sign-ups
The intr.iniural sam-up
dt-,(11inei t Iiin ii the
Jen
A S liusincss I )ffict
Stiti,t,t1 it 921-1121; tor niiire
intiwinat ion

Concert Choir
The S-1S1. Ciincert Choir
needs male tenor- .ind basses
to sing in the choir For more
int’ormation, call Leanne
Weatherly at 924-4332.

l’hinese Fellowship
The (111Ill,t. Campus
Fellim ship ,howing a video
trolli 2 30 to 4 :30 p m in the
Student [mon Almaden
Riiiiin For noire information,
call Vincent Liu :it 954-9725

Support group
The Re- Ent ry Advisory
Program is hilving a support
group from noon to 1 pILL in
the Administration Building
Room 291 For noire information. call Lynne iit 924-5950

Juin’ha Prayer
on.
St micros’
Association L14 haying -haulm
Prayer from 1 to 2 p Ill in the
Student Vition Almaden
Room. For more information.
call \Vali Rahmani at 305-

Measure your body fat
The 1/cpartment it
Nutrition and Food Science
will measure your percentage
of body hit from 2 to 4 p.m. III
MC Central Ilassroom
Building Room 193. For more
information, call Kim Roth at

Nutrition consultation
l’entur
’dual nutrition
consultation al no charge n)
regularly enrolled students.
For appointments. call 924-

2050

924-3119.

Meeting with Caret
Sign-ups L imtinue fur students interested in meeting
with President ltobert Caret.
Call 924-1106 to place your
name on the RSVP list

Marketing Club
The S.1SL; Marketing Club
is having a tall kick-off BBQ
from noon to 3 p.m. at the
Central BLIQ Pits,

SATURDAY
First aid course
Peer livalth Education is sponsoring a First Aid Course
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the Health Building Room 295. The
cost is $214 For more infiirmation. call film Waters at 92462(13

I^

pro.
’

fr,’.

14.i

Muni’s
safety
criticized
SAN FRAN( ’Is( ’0 (AP) A
federal report ha- sharply criticized the safety of the city’s
Municipal Railway and urged
Gov. Pete Wilson to support a
thorough review of the system’s
operations
The Nat ional Transportation
Safety Board’s report, issued
Tuesday, comes after 10 Muni
accidents in the last eight
months. The crashes nip rid 10
people and caused $3.6 million
in equipment damage, including two new rail cars.
Of the 10 accidents, four
were attrilmted to unspecified
operator error and three to
stop sign veilatnins The rest
ere blamed on inadequate
-111/1I’VI,11/11
or
uur track and
equipment maintenance.
NTS11 chairman Jim Hall
said t he accidents showed "a
broad range of unsafe practices
arid operational deficiencies."
The report also criticized the
board for not moving faster to
improve safety conditionss. lii
addition, the board knocked the
state
lit ilrtie.s
Public
commission, which oversees
itp transit
operations, for
apparent l,, iii iii oozing the
accidents

Speak Up
During the month of
October the Daily will be
running a series of stories to coincide with
National Domestic Vence
Month.
We need your help.
What’s your view on the
subject? Have you or
anyone you know been
the victim of abuse?
You can comment
anonymously by writing
a brief explanation and
dropping it off at the
Daily Office in DBH 209.
Please include gender
and age. The Daily
appreciates all submissions.

n.trgo. ilL
L ’ru
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tuti..nt, Nicuity
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Theatre: Alternative plan to be heard
James Derryberry told the
council that the planning commission recommends retaining
and rebuilding the Jose and the
Hong Kong Market to the
extent that it’s possible and still
have the ability to add housing
units.
"Redevelopment of this property does not have to come at
the expense of the Jose Theatre
or the Hong Kong Market,"
Derryberry said. "The project as
proposed would create a significant impact to the landmarks
and the historic district."
Derryberry also claimed the
Redevelopment Agency did not
ask for a review of the supplemental environmental impact
report before filing the application for the project.
"Impact and design issues
are not resolved," Derryberry
said.
Perhaps the majority’s feeling was summed up best by
John DeVincenzi, SJSU art professor emeritus, when he said,
"We helped save the San Jose
library, which is now the San
Jose Museum of Art. What if all
(the developers) had saved was
the facade?"

Continued from page 1
to protect the Jose, so it will be
very disturbing if it goes," she
said. Schmidt also said the
demolition of the Jose could put
the historic district in peril of
losing its National Register status.
Tom Simon, a member of the
Preservation Action Council,
agreed with Schmidt. He said
each building in the historic district represents a period of San
Jose’s development.
"The theme of the district is
the development of American
cities. Districts like this help
the local economy and are what
tourists are interested in," he
said. "I think it would be
extremely unfortunate if they
approve the project as proposed.
To remove those buildings is
like knocking a tooth out of a
Sillily. Everybody recommends
saving them. Well. not everybody, especially the private developers, the
property owners and the
Redevelopment Agency of San
Jose Tiwy propose removing
the Ilium; Kong Market and all
hut the facade of the Jose to

"I think it would be extremely unfortunate if they approve the project as proposed. To remove those buildings is
like knocking a tooth out of a smile."
Simon
Tom
member of the Preservation Action Council
make way for an upscale housing complex with an open courtyard,
Developer Jim Fox told the
council he is concerned about
the opposition to his plan.
"I’m a little dumbfounded
why this isn’t worked out," Fox
said. "It’s the nicest project I’ve
ever been involved with. The
design is excellent." He also said
keeping the Jose would mean
losing 30 to 50 percent of the
project.
Fox said he wondered if the
planning commission and the
landmarks commission had a
chance to view the models of the
Housing
Center
Century
Project. The models were on dis-

play in front of the council
members.
Barry Swenson, developer
and co-owner of the Jose with
Fox, told the council he has a
love of historic buildings, but in
his opinion the renovation of
the Jose wasn’t feasible.
"I’ve borrowed and spent
approximately $25 million to
rehabilitate about 15 to 20
buildings. This building needs a
complete roof and foundation,"
Swenson said. He also said that
because there are no inside
walls, there is no way to
strengthen the theater to meet
the earthquake safety standards.
But city planning director

Degrees Gutierrez looks beyond stats
Continued from page 1
point out however, that numbers and statistics aren’t a true
measuring stick of what is really going on.
"The real question would
have to bells SJSU doing a good
job in retaining students of
color?" Henry Gutierrez said. "I
don’t know if that is the case."
Gutierrez, a professor in the
Social Science Department,
raised other questions in concern to the statistics. He said
that if &NU truly is a leader it
needs go beyond the numbers,
"If the reality is that we are
leaders, then we need to ask
ourselves, ’What should we be

doing to lead the "New
Majority?" ’What can we give (to
students) to lead in the future?"
he said.
He added that while the
numbers might be accurate,
SJSU faculty and administration need to look at the content
of the cirriculum and devise
plans that can make it even better for students.
Randall Jimenez, professor of
Mexican American Studies, sees
even less promise in the statistics. Jimenez said the numbers
are based on a lump sum of all
minorities degrees. He said that
because of the large percentage
of minority students at SJSU,
compared to that of a university

in some other part of the country, the numbers per capita
might actually be lower,
"(The number of minority
degrees) is not because the campus works at it," Jimenez said.
"It’s because of affirmative
action that put students onto
campus.
"You have to remember that
the largest number of students
are minorities," he said. "If we
weren’t at the top something
would be really wrong."
Jimenez said a way to raise
the number of minority deg- ees
higher would be to eincloy,
retain and tenure more mi rity faculty members, not just
hire them on a temporary basis.

"If you want to retain minority students and lower the dropout rate then you need to hire
more minority faculty," he said.
"There is a direct correlation,
You need to hire teachers who
best relate to their students."
Minority population of SJSU
is 52.8 percent, compared with a
faculty that is 77 percent white
and 66 male.
He said students are more
likely to stick with school when
they know that there are teachers who, "look like us and are
like us." He said that can sometimes be the carrot in front of
the horse in keeping students in
school
working for their
degrees.

FBI finds armored heist stash Brennan: Good-bye
Continued from page 1

CHARLOTTE, N.C. (AP)
Searching a storage facility in
a tiny mountain community,
the FBI recovered as much as
$18 million Thursday that was
stolen six months ago in the
nation’s largest armored car
heist.
A paper trail that began in a
trash bin in Asheville and led
agents to Mexico City ended at
a small rental storage unit in
Mountain Home, where former
armored car driver Philip Noel
Johnson allegedly stashed millions from the March 29 heist.
More than $18.8 million was
taken in the robbery in
Jacksonville, Fla., authorities
said.
FBI agents declined to specify the amount of money recovered in the early morning
search of the storage facility 15
miles south of Asheville.
But when asked to describe
the facility, William Perry,
agent in charge of the FBI’s
Charlotte
office,
said,
"Eighteen million dollars takes
up a significant spacial area."
Johnson, 33, a former driver
for Loomis, Fargo and Co.
armored car company, was
arrested Aug. 30 as he crossed

into the United States from
Mexico on a bus headed for
Ilouston.
At a hearing Thursday in
Brownsville, Texas, a magistrate ordered Johnson back to
Florida to face charges of kidnapping, money laundering
and robbery. He is in the custody of U.S. marshals.
Authorities said Johnson
held two co-workers at gunpoint as he filled a van from
floor to ceiling with bags of
cash. One co-worker was later
found handcuffed inside a closet at Johnson’s Jacksonville
home. The other was shackled
to a tree in Asheville, where
the abandoned van was found.
According to an affidavit
filed
in
federal
court
Wednesday, the FBI was tipped
off to the location of the money
when someone discovered an
envelope bearing Johnson’s
address and one of his
MasterCard account statements in the Asheville trash
bin in April.
Documents bearing the
name Michael Lee Gray, an
alias used by Johnson, also
were found in the trash bin,
according to the affidavit. And

a copy of a money order receipt
from M. Gray payable to
Mountain Home Storage was
found in a room Johnson rented in Mexico City, the affidavit
said.
A Mike Gray registered at
the Blue Ridge Motor Lodge in
Asheville on March 30, the affidavit said. Later, a search of
records of storage units in the
area showed that a Michael
Gray had rented a unit in the
Mountain Home Mini Storage
facility, the document said.
Records provided by the
owners showed that Michael
Gray entered the facility three
times on March 30, using a special access code.
The
previous
record
armored car heist was the
$10.8 million taken in June
1990 in a robbery on an
Armored Motor Service of
America car in Rochester, N.Y.
A spokesman for Loomis,
Fargo praised the FBI.
"A substantial amount of it
has been recovered," Pat
Flaherty said. "It is still in the
process of being processed, part
of which would be counting. It
looks good."

Women: Six-month process
Continued from page 3
candidate is passing a "background test, written psyche test
and a psyche interview," Mason
said.
Women comprise about 9 per-

OVUM DONORS
NEEDED
Women Ages 21-29,
Healthy, Responsible,
All Nationalities.
Give the Gift of Life!
S:3,000. Stipend and Expenses

cent of the sworn officers of the
San Jose Police Department,
Mason said. He added that, of
Me 95 to 100 recruits presented
to the hiring board, about 15
will be women.
Of the 1,000 candidates who

take the written test, 164 made
it to the background check
phase of the process. After that,
about 40 to 50 recruits are
accepted into the fall academy.
Mason said the entire
process takes about six months.
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Strategy Courses begin soon...
$325
Oct. 22
Sept. 28
GRE:
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Paid. Bonus for Chinese and
Japanese Donors.

Please Call WWFC
800-314-9996

ship program from $400,000 in
1991 to $1.4 million in 1996 and
entered the Western Athletic
Conference, which is the country’s largest NCAA Division I-A
football conference with 16
members.
He is also credited for
advancing SJSUs gender equity plan and for helping to bring
the 1997 NCAA Basketball
Tournament to the San Jose
Arena. But Brennansaid he is
most proud of feeling like he
made a difference in the university’s athletic program.
"My biggest achievement is
leaving San Jose State a better
university with an athletic program positioned well for the
future," Brennan said. "I’m both
happy and sad because I am
leaving a program of which I
invested a lot of time and energy. (SJSU) will have great leadership from President Robert
Caret; Dave Baldwin will do a
good job with football...I’m
proud to be able to hand (my
position) off to someone else."
Brennan would not speculate
on who would take his place
and said he would be "highly
surprised" if he would be asked
for his input.
Caret said, through a statement from the SJSU Public
Affairs Office, that he will form
a committee to search for a new

athletics director. Brennan will
remain on campus through
October, which is when Caret
plans on naming a interim
director.
SJSU men’s basketball coach
Stan Morrison, who served as
athletics director at UC-Santa
Barbara for four years before
accepting his current position,
said a new director in the athletics department could cause
changes within the program.
"You could get the full spectrum of reactions from a new
A.D.," Morrison said. "Some will
come in and want to regroom,
while others will inherit (the
program’s) existing staff and
work with it. We’ll just have to
wait and see."
Morrison added that it won’t
be hard to find applicants for
the vacant position, but wouldn’t comment on whether he
would seek the position for himself.
"I think phones will be ringing off the hook for this job,"
Morrison said. "The upgraded
facilities, new conference and
what’s happening with community support make the job very
attractive."

Oct. 21
Oct. 5

$400
$400

Nov.20
Nov. 2

Space is limited. Call today to reserve your place.

Arena Hotel

Valley Park Hotel

817 The Alameda,
San Jose
(408) 294-6500

2404 Stevens (’reek Blvd.
(408) 293-5000
Free Parking
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